A message from the President—

Communication is key

Of all the people who belong to the American Federation of Aviculture and are anywhere near a Techno/Digital Era person, I am not! I have gone into the 21st Century kicking and screaming.

But alas, I, too, now have used e-mail and I have even sent a text message (though it took me all day to do it). I am not a “blogger,” but AFA is starting its own Facebook account.

And, I still think “Twitter” is a term or technique my cardiologist uses.

My grandchildren use all of these methods of communication and more, in what we call the “Digital Era,” and their information moves very fast. It is very difficult for me to even try to keep up with the speed of this kind of technology, but I am trying to hold my own.

Aristotle broke down communication into three parts:

• a message
• a sender
• a receiver

That was more than 2,000 years ago, and it is still true today. It applies to all forms of communication. Oren Michaels, CEO of mashery.com, said, “People tend to interpret having the ‘right’ to express themselves online as implying a lack of consequences when they say stupid things.”

I had some thought while reviewing these methods of new communication and I would like to propose that all AFA members use rules of communication etiquette.

1. The responsibility for anything you write is yours alone.
2. Be honest and authentic.
3. Consider all who might be reading your post or e-mail.
4. Exercise good judgment and common sense.
5. Watch the “forward” button—don’t perpetuate an untruth or a lie.
6. Watch the “reply” button—as the message may not have originated from where you believe.
7. There should not be any need to be demeaning, inflammatory or offensive (after all, we are civil adults).
8. Remember to protect personal information, your own as well as that of others.

Right about now is the point where I bet you are thinking, “He should have stuck with the barnyard stories or maybe even tried a trip to the Land of Oz.”

But I do have a point to wind this down. An important use of effective communication is the teaching of skills and an increase of understanding (educating). Communication is a tool. Communication is and will always be essential to effective organizations. Communication should be clear and concise, yet also polite.

After communicating all of this to you, consider coming to St. Petersburg, Fla., on Aug. 4 for the American Federation of Aviculture’s 36th Annual Convention, where we will use the “face-to-face” and “hands-on” methods of communication. St. Petersburg is looking to be one of our most fun venues ever and an excellent speakers’ slate is lined up for you as well.

There are only a few conventions I have missed in the past 36 years and I know they were loads of fun. Don’t miss this one, it will be so much more fun if you are there with us.

See you in St. Petersburg for “The Magic of Birds”!
KING'S CAGES
INTERNATIONAL, LLC
MANUFACTURERS & DESIGNERS FOR OVER 35 YEARS

Distributors of VERSELE-LAGA Seed & ORLUX Egg Foods

Other Models Available!
Model # 506 SS
- 48" x 36"
- 200 lbs.
- 66" inside height
- 70" total height
- 1" bar spacing
- 5 MM bars

Model # AT1214
- Height: 15"
- Width: 12"
- Length: 14"
- 4.5mm thick bars
- 5/8" bar spacing
- 2 lbs.

For Cockatiels to Amazons

Model # ATM2029
- Height: 20 1/4"
- Width: 21"
- Length: 20 1/4"
- 9mm thick bars
- 5/8" bar spacing
- 24 lbs.

For Cockatoos to Macaws

New ALUMINUM Cages
NO more Chipping - NO more Rust - EASY to Disinfect
Easy assembly. NO nuts. NO bolts. Will last forever!

Model # ACA3325
- 33" x 25"
- 48" inside height
- 67" total height
- 3/4" bar spacing
- 5 MM bars
- 98 lbs.

Model # ACP3325
- Aluminum Playpen Top Bird Cage

33 1/4" x 24 7/8"
32" inside height
59 1/2" Height to FP
75" to Top Tray Hook
3/4" Bar spacing
5 MM bar
85 LBS.

Pluck No More™
Stops feather plucking
- Promotes re-growth of feathers
- All-natural homeopathic remedy
- Manufactured in an FDA registered facility
- Also great for dog and cat hot spots and excessive itching
- Recommended by top Avian Certified Vets

Only $34.99
Shipping included

Feather Shine™
SHAMPOO
Gets rid of parrot odor
- Formulated to gently cleanse dirt and debris from your bird's skin and feathers
- Helps remove lice and mites
- Helps remove fleas from dogs
- Safe with Pluck No More

Only $16

JAVAWOOD
Exotic & Rare!

Select your own unique hardwood tree at www.kingscages.com

CALL US TODAY TO GET THE SAFEST CAGES AND AVIAN PRODUCTS AVAILABLE!
TOLL-FREE 866-777-7303 • In NJ 732-698-9800 • Fax 732-698-9806 • www.kingscages.com
375 Old Bridge Turnpike • East Brunswick, New Jersey 08816 • E-MAIL: info@kingscages.com
pet nutrition is an exact science

Because of our commitment to industry-leading research and development, we've reformulated KAYTEE® exact® extruded pet food to deliver the one thing seed feeding can’t—complete nutrition in every crispy bite without the use of supplements. And, because exact is available in a wide variety of specie-specific formulas, there’s no dietary guesswork. It's always exact.

exact nutrients. exact nutrition.

- DHA Omega-3 to support heart, brain and visual functions
- Antioxidants to help general health and immune support
- Prebiotics & Probiotics to aid in digestive health
- Chelated Minerals to promote healthy feathers and fur
- L-carnitine to improve metabolism & stimulate the immune system

As the originators and experts in extruded foods for birds and small animals, KAYTEE makes the brands that make the difference to pet professionals and owners alike. Learn about the entire exact line at www.kaytee.com.

KAYTEE. KAYTEE.COM • 1-800-KAYTEE-1